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Omi’s goal was to form the largest power of the Flying Cloud Sect.

Tang Huan said bitterly, “Brother, I know that your goal is very ambitious, to form
a big power of the Flying Cloud Sect, but you also have to understand that it is
difficult for us to grow without a strong enough backstage support, besides,
recruiting so many members and paying monthly salaries will make us poor,
plainly others won’t join our power easily.”

Omi said without frustration, “Sister, don’t be too pessimistic, you have to eat
your food one bite at a time, and you have to take the road step by step.”

“Well then, how much do you plan to pay these people you’re hiring each
month?”Tang Huan asked.

Omi smiled, “For core members, five spirit stones will be distributed every month;
for internal members, three spirit stones will be distributed every month; as for
external members, no spirit stones will be distributed, however, they have the
priority right to purchase spirit talismans and don’t have to line up outside every
day.Sister, what do you think, how is my condition?Are people grabbing for me to
hang out with?”

Tang Huan said, “The core members are given five spirit stones each month, is
this too much?Internal members are given 3 spirit stones per month, which is too
much.As for the outside members, they only have the right of first refusal, which
is more like it.”

“Sister, in order to get others to be loyal to us, we have to lay down some costs
ah, besides, I can sell hundreds and thousands of talismans every day now, and
the pure profit is 1000 to 1500 spirit stones every day.And the spirit stones that
are given out every month only add up to less than 350, for us, 350 spirit stones,
it’s almost negligible.”

“It seems so, hehe, brother, it’s mainly because you’re too good, the ability to
earn spirit stones is too strong.”Tang Huan said with a hehehe smile.

Omi said, “It’s only in the outer circle of disciples now, when we enter the inner
circle of the Flying Cloud Sect later, the standard of treatment will also be
raised.Alright, sister, you go organize and invite all of our Tang family’s outer
circle disciples to come to my place at night.”

“Mmhmm.”



That night, more than a dozen teenagers sat in the Omi family’s room. The first
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These dozen teenagers were all the Tang family’s first two-year disciples in the
Flying Cloud Sect.

At this time, everyone was looking at Omi in adoration, not only could Omi refine
talismans, but Omi had stepped into the fourth stage of Body Refining at only 12
years old, becoming the top three existences among the first year’s disciples.

“Brother Omi, what is it that you have called us here for?Please command.”A
dozen teenagers said with blazing eyes.

Omi smiled, “Dear Tang brothers, we are all from the Tang family in Tianbao City,
you don’t have to be polite to me.”

“Brother Omi, you can’t say that, although we’re all Tang family brothers, you’re
such a genius, we’re not on the same level at all.”A 16 year old boy of the fifth
stage of body refining said modestly, his name was Tang Mifei, he was in the
same year as Tang Huan, he was the most talented in that year, his father was the
fourth elder of the Tang family.

“Oh, don’t compliment me, tonight I’ve asked you guys to come here, I have
something important to tell you, I’m going to set up a power, the name is ‘Light
Cloud Alliance’, any member who joins my Light Cloud Alliance is divided into
three parts, core members, internal members, and external members.Any core
member, will be issued 5 spirit stones every month; internal members, will be
issued 2 spirit stones every month; external members, will not be issued any
spirit stones, but will have the priority to buy spirit symbols.”

“Wow.”After Omi finished speaking, more than a dozen Tang family members
were all glowing.

Omi smiled and said, “Brothers and sisters, I am going to invite you, to join my
Light Cloud Alliance and become core members of the Light Cloud Alliance, what
do you think?”
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p; “What?”The young man named Don Misty said incredulously, “Brother Omi,
you mean to make us core members from the start?”

“Yes?”Omi nodded his head.

“Then five spirit stones are distributed to us every month?”

“Yes.”

“Oh my God, you’re not lying to us?”



“Of course not, we are all from the same family, so naturally we should take care
of each other, now that I, Omi, am considered to be a small success in the Flying
Cloud Sect, helping out all the Tang sons and daughters is considered to be the
right thing to do.”Omi said.

“Mmhmm.”More than a dozen Tang Clan sons nodded their heads in excitement.

“Alright, all of you are fine with becoming core members of the Light Cloud
Alliance, right?”

“No no no, pledge your allegiance to the Light Cloud Alliance, pledge your
allegiance to Omi.”Tang Miao raised his fist and shouted.

The rest of them all followed suit shouting slogans.

Omi laughed and gave Tang Huan a wink, Tang Huan took out a pile of spirit
stones and said, “My brother has already said that once you join the Light Cloud
Alliance, you will be given a meeting gift first, come up and collect your meeting
gift, 5 spirit stones each.”

“Thank you, thank you.”The dozen or so people were excited.

They had entered the True Beast Forest to hunt the Demon Core, where could
they harvest 5 spirit stones in a month, this was simply a great deal, the dozen or
so Tang family members, almost didn’t cry with excitement.

After everyone had collected them, Omi added, “Dear Tang brothers and sisters,
these five spirit stones today are just a little meeting gift, they do not count as
salary, from this month onwards, the official calculation date, the salary will be
paid on time, every month today.”

Tang Ming was busy saying, “Brother Omi, don’t say salary is so ugly, it’s an
allowance, you give everyone an allowance.”

“Oh, no matter if it’s an allowance or a salary, just give it out today of every
month.Also, you guys don’t go back to your quarters from today onwards.”Omi
said.

“Why?”

“You all have five spirit stones on you, and in a place as chaotic as the Flying
Cloud Sect, it’s inevitable that no one will see money, so all the Light Cloud
Alliance people will be living together from now on.”Omi had learned a lesson
from the last time Tang Huan’s roommates were killed.

Tang unknown looked at the cramped room and asked, “But your room is so
small.”

“I didn’t ask you guys to live here, what I mean is, since we have formed a force,
we naturally need to find a bigger place, tomorrow you guys go out and look



around, see where there is a suitable place nearby, we will build a house there
and create the headquarters of the Light Cloud Alliance that is big enough to
accommodate hundreds of people living there.”

“Ah, hundreds of people.”

“Alright, you guys go outside and refine your spirit stones in the open space,
we’ll talk about the rest tomorrow.”

More than a dozen Tang teenagers all went to the open space inside Omi’s single
room to refine spirit stones, while Omi and Tang Huan were inside the small
bungalow.

Omi got up and closed the door to the room.

The dozen or so teenagers outside looked at each other, somewhat confused.

“Brother Unknown, Omi and Tang Huan are alone in a room and have closed the
door, what is their relationship?Do they sleep together at night?”A 15 year old
boy asked, after all, Tang Huan was so pretty and they knew it.
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